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Abstract
Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are blood-borne messengers that coordinate signalling
between different tissues and organs in the body. The specificity of such crosstalk
is determined by preferential EV docking to target sites, as mediated through
protein-protein interactions. As such, the need to structurally characterize the EV
surface precedes further understanding of docking selectivity and recipient-cell
uptake mechanisms. Here, we describe an intact extracellular vesicle crosslinking
mass spectrometry (iEVXL) method that can be applied for structural character-
ization of protein complexes in EVs. By using a partially membrane-permeable
disuccinimidyl suberate crosslinker, proteins on the EV outer-surface and inside
EVs can be immobilized together with their interacting partners. This not only
provides covalent stabilization of protein complexes before extraction from the
membrane-enclosed environment, but also generates a set of crosslinking distance
restraints that can be used for structural modelling and comparative screening
of changes in EV protein assemblies. Here we demonstrate iEVXL as a power-
ful approach to reveal high-resolution information, about protein determinants
that govern EV docking and signalling, and as a crucial aid in modelling docking
interactions.

 INTRODUCTION

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are small heterogenous vesicles that are secreted by virtually all cells in the body. As important medi-
ators of intercellular communication, EVs can cross biological barriers and have consequently been detected in many biofluids
(De La Torre Gomez et al., 2018; Raimondo et al., 2011). Most notably, EVs in patient blood have been very informative as disease
diagnostics (Hornung et al., 2020; Hoshino et al., 2020), prognostics and means of treatment stratification (Liu et al., 2021; Tian
et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2021). EVs can carry specific biomolecular cargoes ranging from nucleic acids and lipids to proteins and
glycoconjugates (Haraszti et al., 2016; Royo et al., 2019; Thind & Wilson, 2016; Williams et al., 2018). Quite recently, even fully
loaded human leukocyte antigen molecules with presented antigen peptides (Bauzá-Martinez et al., 2021; Raposo et al., 1996;
Synowsky et al., 2017) have been documented from EVs, further alluding to the immunological influence EVs might have in
the body. Due to possible tissue-homing properties (De Jong et al., 2019; Elsharkasy et al., 2020; Herrmann et al., 2021; Vader
et al., 2016; Zipkin, 2020), EVs have also been viewed and tested as drug delivery vectors, although the mechanisms governing
tissue-specific EV docking still remain poorly understood.
Through understanding the complex biogenesis of EVs (Raposo & Stoorvogel, 2013), it appears inevitable that EVs would co-

package cellular bits from their cells of origin that recapitulate their signalling state (Haraszti et al., 2016). Intriguingly, the uptake
of activated proteins packaged in EVs by recipient cells could also transfer and propagate oncogenic signalling in the recipient
cells (Zhang et al., 2021), hence bypassing the need for prior ligand activation. Such phenomena hold strong significance and
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implications in the treatment of malignant disease and cancer metastasis, but also fundamentally explains another mode of
inter-cellular crosstalk.
The protein repertoire packaged in EVs and on the surface of EVs is a major determinant of their transit to target sites and

function upon recipient-cell uptake. For instance, EVs harbour a large proportion of membrane proteins which can prime the
transfer of information between cells by allowing EVs to dock to a target cell or tissue. Although one-to-one specificity between
EVmarkers and target organs has not been extensively established, EV tissue-homing due to specificmembrane proteins has been
reported (Joshi & Zuhorn, 2021; O’dea et al., 2020; Park et al., 2019). In addition, EVs are also promising vehicles for therapeutic
use since they can be naturally or artificially loaded (Pham et al., 2021) with functional components such as enzymes or nucleic
acids (Jafari et al., 2020; Khan et al., 2021). In view of these exciting applications, there remains a crucial knowledge gap in specific
EV targeting that should be addressed. For instance, which proteins and protein assemblies can facilitate specific tissue targeting,
therapeutic packaging and how these components can connect the distribution of EVs to inherited function in recipient cells.
Advances in mass spectrometry have enabled sensitive characterization of the EV protein repertoire (Jeppesen et al., 2019;

Rontogianni et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2018), thereby expanding our knowledge onEVheterogeneity. Nonetheless, these studies use
methods that donot informon the structural aspects of EVprotein cargo,which are critical tomechanistically explain EVdocking
and uptake (Cvjetkovic et al., 2016). Structural characterization of proteins in EVs requires strategies that can directly retrieve
structural information without protein extraction, solubilisation or detachment of proteins and protein complexes from the lipid
environment. Ideally, any such procedure should also take into consideration the low sample amount and inherent heterogeneity
of EVs. These pre-requisites still pose a great challenge even to state-of-the-art technologies such as super-resolution, atomic-
force, and electron microscopy, where only a few proteins can be studied simultaneously (Kim et al., 2019; Lennon et al., 2019;
Parisse et al., 2017; Zeev-Ben-Mordehai et al., 2014).
Leveraging on advances in crosslinking mass spectrometry (Chavez et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2019; Gonzalez-Lozano et al.,

2020), and our recent breakthrough in extracellular crosslinking of whole-cells (Armony et al., 2021), we present here an intact
EV crosslinking mass spectrometry (iEVXL) approach, for the systematic characterization of protein complexes in EVs. Using
a pair of metastatic breast cancer cell lines, MDA-MB-231 and the metastatic-derived counterpart LM2 (Minn et al., 2005), we
demonstrate here that iEVXL can provide high-resolution and comparative structural information that accurately recapitulates
the native structure of previously reported complexes. Furthermore, such structural information in the form of distance restrains
can aid in mapping unknown protein structures when adequately combined with computational modelling, and iEVXL can also
enable hypothesis-free screening of differential protein-assemblies in EVs. This presents a significant step towards structural
characterization of supramolecular complexes present in EVs, and functional elucidation of EV protein complexes responsible
for homing and docking mechanisms.

 RESULTS

. EV isolation and characterization

EVs were isolated from MDA-MB-231 and LM2 breast cancer cell lines using an ultracentrifugation protocol (Figure 1a) and
the quality of the EV preparations was assessed by multiple biochemical and biophysical techniques, according to the MISEV
guidelines (Théry et al., 2018) (Figure 1b-e). We confirmed that our EV preparations are significantly enriched for proteins from
exosomes, plasma membrane and focal adhesions using a sensitive shotgun proteomics experiment (Figure 1b). Amongst these,
EV markers such as CD9, CD63, CD81, TSG101 and PDCD6IP (Alix), were consistently enriched in EVs from both cell lines
(Figure 1c). CD81 enrichment in EV preparations was also validated by Western Blot (Figure S1). As previously reported, HLA
proteins were also highly enriched in EVs when compared to cells (Bauzá-Martinez et al., 2021) (Figurs 1C). In addition, the
integrity, size distribution and concentration of the EV populations were determined by biophysical methods. Imaging by nega-
tive stain transmission electron microscopy (NS-TEM) showed that EVs derived from both MDA-MB-231 and LM2 are largely
intact after isolation (Figure 1d). Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) revealed that the EV concentration and size distribution
between MDA-MB-231 and LM2 are similar, with a particle:protein ratio (purity) of 2 × 109 and particle size of 110 nm, which
are expected for ultracentrifugation preparations (Figure 1e). Collectively, these data indicate high quality and purity of the EVs
isolated from both MDA-MB-231 and LM2 cell lines.

. Intact extracellular vesicle crosslinking (iEVXL)

Structural characterization of protein complexes in EVs presents unique challenges, since the phospholipid-bound entities are
different in chemical accessibility and biochemical composition compared to a cell lysate. EVs are naturally densely loaded with
membrane proteins which can be hard to solubilize while preserving their structure and interactions. In this work, we studied
the EV interactome by iEVXL. Compared to conventional strategies of interactome profiling that require prior solubilisation and
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F IGURE  Extracellular vesicle isolation and characterization. (a) Schematic workflow for EV isolation. MDA-MB-231 or LM2 source cells (SCs, green)
or EVs (purple) were harvested by centrifugation and ultracentrifugation, respectively, for further characterization and crosslinking mass spectrometry. (b)
Heatmap of proteins significantly enriched in SCs or EVs, based on Student’s T-test (q-value < 0.05). EV-enriched proteins were significantly enriched for the
GO:CC terms of “extracellular exosome”, “plasma membrane” and “focal adhesion” (insert). Dot size represents the number of proteins mapped to each term,
and the top five most significantly enriched terms based on false discovery rate (FDR) were plotted. (c) Relative abundance of EV and intracellular
compartment marker proteins. EV preparations were significantly enriched with EV markers and depleted of intracellular compartment proteins. (d) Negative
stain transmission electron microscopy (NS-TEM) analysis showing the morphology and integrity of the isolated EVs used for crosslinking experiments.
Representative images. Scale bar: 1 μm. (e) Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) showing the size and concentration of isolated EVs used for crosslinking
experiments. Purity (particle:protein ratio) of EVs was ∼2 × 109, and mean particle size was similar in EVs derived from either cell line
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F IGURE  Intact extracellular vesicle crosslinking mass spectrometry (iEVXL). (a) Schematic workflow used for intact EV crosslinking and
LC-MS/MS analysis in the iEVXL pipeline. (b) Overlap between crosslinked proteins in EVs derived fromMDA-MB-231 (blue) and LM2 (yellow). The total
number of crosslinked peptide spectrum matches (CSMs) is reported for each cell line. (c) GO:CC annotation of crosslinked proteins. Crosslinked proteins
were significantly enriched in annotations of “extracellular exosome”, “plasma membrane” and “focal adhesion”. Dot size represents the number of proteins
mapped to each term, and the top five most significantly enriched terms based on false discovery rate (FDR) were plotted. (d) Nanoparticle tracking analysis
(NTA). EVs before and after chemical crosslinking were indistinguishable in both size or concentration

extraction of interacting proteins into a non-membranous and aqueous or detergent system (Liu & Heck, 2015; Pankow et al.,
2016), crosslinking the EVs directly with a chemical crosslinker allows the preservation of labile protein-protein interactions
in their native state before extensive biochemical extraction and purification. Here, we chose to crosslink with disuccinimidyl
suberate (DSS), a crosslinker that covalently links lysine residues within a 30Å radius (Cα-Cα distance). The partial membrane
permeability of DSS also allows it to penetrate the EV membrane slightly, to access peri-membrane protein complexes on the
cytoplasmic side, which may otherwise be missed with membrane-impermeable crosslinkers.
Using a carefully titrated concentration of DSS (2 × 0.5 mM DSS; optimized in Figure S2), we crosslinked EVs derived from

a pair of metastatic breast cancer cells lines (Figure 2a). Only after chemical crosslinking, proteins were extracted from the EVs.
This would ensure chemical immobilization of interacting proteins in the native orientation before harsh isolation of protein
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complexes from their native lipid environment. After DSS crosslinking, denaturing lysis, and trypsin digestion, crosslinked pep-
tides were enriched by strong cation exchange (SCX) chromatography before mass spectrometry analysis of each SCX fraction.
The spectral information obtained by LC-MS/MS was then compared with a protein database to retrieve linked peptide pairs
(Figure 2a). In the analysis of protein-protein interactions, and structural mapping within protein complexes, we focused largely
on the restraints imposed by these crosslinked peptide pairs.
Starting from ∼100 μg of MDA-MB-231 or LM2 EV proteins, we identified 1959 crosslinked peptide spectra matches (CSMs)

and 1756 CSMs, respectively. These CSMs originated from about 140 unique proteins in each EV sample, where up to 52% of
these proteins were found crosslinked in EVs derived from both cell lines (Figure 2b). Furthermore, crosslinked proteins found
in EVs from both cell lines mapped to similar ontology terms (Figure 2c), in strong agreement with the EV proteome (Figure 1b).
This provided confidence that crosslinks adequately represent the EV interactome, even with extensive SCX enrichment. Mem-
brane proteins and focal adhesion terms were abundantly mapped in the set of crosslinked proteins (Figure 2c). In addition,
the crosslinked positions found within the well-known integral membrane proteins integrin β1, Ep-CAM and CD9 were also
consistent with the documented membrane topology, where most of the intralinks were found between residues in the extra-
cellular domain (Figure S3). After crosslinking, size-distribution and concentration of EVs did not change noticeably, as shown
by NTA characterization (Figure 2d), indicating that EVs were also not aggregating upon crosslinking. Collectively, these read-
outs comprehensively ascertain that EVs remain intact and largely free from aggregation at the conditions we used for DSS
crosslinking.

. Structural characterization and modelling of native protein complexes by iEVXL

Experimentally, not only were EVs amenable to our chemical crosslinking workflow (Figure 2), but many crosslinked peptide
pairs could also be identified bymass spectrometry subsequently. This provided spectral evidence of EV protein-protein interac-
tions butmay also allow structural characterization of native protein complexes in EVs. Coupled to the use of partiallymembrane
permeable DSS as chemical crosslinking agent, we hypothesized it could be possible to retrieve structural information for pro-
tein complexes either on the EV external surface, or encapsulated in the EV, but close to the EV membrane. Such data could
potentially be very informative to study EV docking, as well as the structural basis of EV interactions with recipient cells. The
untargeted nature of iEVXL allows the discovery of important EV protein complexes not known a priori and is also suitable
for retrospective interrogation of protein-protein interactions. Most importantly, the unique membrane curvature of EVs could
mean that the membrane proteins might have unique intra-membrane conformations which could only be studied with mini-
mally disruptive techniques like iEVXL. We demonstrate this possibility here by mapping the crosslinks found in our dataset on
available protein structures, focusing on high abundant EV proteins which have been previously linked to the metastatic potency
of EVs.
In this direction, we first examined abundant crosslinks involving α-enolase in this dataset. Α-enolase is a glycolytic enzyme

commonly found in EVs derived from tumour cells (Almaguel et al., 2020; Didiasova et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2020), and has been
shown to function as a dimer, with its structure previously resolved by X-ray crystallography (Kang et al., 2008). We mapped
the α-enolase crosslinks found in our dataset to the high-resolution crystal structure of this protein (PDB: 3b97; 2.2 Å), and all
the crosslinks we detected were within the distance of 30 Å, a restraint imposed by the physical length of DSS (Figure 3a). This
suggests that XL-MS with DSS on EVs can recapitulate well the natural dimeric structure of α-enolase. Similarly, by mapping the
crosslinks involving 14-3-3 proteins detected in the same dataset, we were also able to confirm the validity of crosslinks involving
14-3-3 against the crystal structure of 14-3-3 α/β-heterodimer (PDB: 4dnk, 2.2 Å). In particular, 14-3-3 proteins have been shown
to be abundant in oncogenic EVs (Rontogianni et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2018), which is consistent with the metastatic breast
cancer origin of our EVs. Since the amino acid resolution of XL-MS could distinguish between the different 14-3-3 isoforms,
‘mix-n-match’ assembly of 14-3-3 dimers can be distinguished. We mapped all the 14-3-3 crosslinks detected on a representative
αβ-heterodimer (Figure 3b). Collectively, these demonstrate proof-of-principle that structural mapping by chemical crosslinking
on intact EVs is feasible using a partially membrane-permeable crosslinkers such as DSS, and can detect endogenous protein
complexes in documented conformations.
Taking the capabilities of structural mapping one step further, we used structural information from iEVXL to extend partially

resolved protein structures. The humanmoesin protein is highly abundant inMDA-MB-231 and LM2 EVs and contains a poorly
characterized long α-helix. To date, a full-length structure of insect (Spodoptera frugiperda) moesin has been determined in
a closed conformation with its α-helix folded as an antiparallel coiled coil (Li et al., 2007). Small-angle X-ray scattering data
combined with crystal structures of the moesin homologue ezrin confirmed this arrangement for human moesin and suggests
these proteins can form both inactive monomers and active domain-swapped antiparallel dimers (Phang et al., 2016). From our
data, four crosslinks were within the α-helical domain of human moesin, including one between the two supposed α-helices of
the coiled coil. Initially, we mapped our data into the AlphaFold (Jumper et al., 2021) predicted human moesin structure, which
indeed shows a coiled-coil architecture between residues 350 to 450. Although our crosslinks supported the coiled-coil section
of the AlphaFold model, the coiled coil was followed by a long-disordered stretch, decreasing our confidence in the AlphaFold
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F IGURE  Visualization of detected crosslinks on protein structures. (a) Crosslinks of EV α-enolase, mapped on high-resolution crystal structure of
homodimeric α-enolase (PDB: 3b97). Histogram summarizing the measured Euclidean distances (in Å) between pairs of uniquely crosslinked lysine residues is
shown on the right. (b) Crosslinks of EV 14-3-3 mapped on high-resolution crystal structure of 14-3-3 αβ complex (PDB: 4dnk). (c) Structure of
homology-modelled human moesin (coloured in white to blue from N- to C-terminal). Crosslinks mapped on homology-modelled human moesin structure.
Insert zooms into residues 375–450 of moesin, a region of the protein that has been proposed to display a coiled-coil type of architecture. Consistent with the
length of DSS crosslinker, all crosslinks detected (a-c) were within the Euclidean distances of 30 Å. (d) Mode of interaction for CD151 and integrin α3-β1 dimer
in MDA-MB-231 and LM2-derived EVs. Left: proposed mode of interaction via the cytoplasmic tails; Right: protein interaction map showing unique crosslinks
detected in EVs that support this interaction model. Blue crosslinks were detected in MDA-MB-231 EVs and yellow crosslinks were detected in LM2 EVs

model. Hence, we instead generated a homology model of humanmoesin based on the Spodoptera frugiperda structure (Li et al.,
2007) (PDB: 2I1K). All the crosslinks found in our datawerewithin 30Åwhenmapped on the homology-modeled humanmoesin
structure (Figure 3c, histogram). In addition, our crosslinks also supported the coiled-coil type of architecture (Figure 3c, insert)
and thus a closed (inactive) conformation of the protein. Therefore, the EV crosslinking data we have generatedmay also be used
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to supplement and weigh-in on contradictory structural reports, to propose the more plausible structure in combination with
other structural techniques.
Finally, our iEVXL approach may also allow observations about higher-order structural assemblies, for instance in the inter-

action between integrin α3β1 dimer and tetraspanin CD151 (Figure 3d). The crosslinks revealed that CD151 interacts with the
integrin αβ dimer via the cytoplasmic tails (Figure 3d, left). Moreover, our data suggested that this interaction can occur in two
ways, since the crosslink from CD151 to the α subunit was found exclusively in the LM2 EVs and the crosslink from CD151 to the
β subunit exclusively in the MDA-MB-231 EVs (Figure 3d, yellow and blue dotted lines). This interaction has been documented
previously by AP-MS (Huttlin et al., 2021) and strongly implicated inmetastasis (Brzozowski et al., 2018; Li et al., 2021; Yang et al.,
2010; Zhu et al., 2021), although crucial structural information regarding interacting domains could not be inferred from classical
interaction studies. This highlights another key advantage of iEVXL as a complementary technique. Therefore, we demonstrate
with four examples of structural modelling, that distance restraints from our iEVXL dataset are coherent with complete or par-
tial structures, and that such data can potentially aid in the detailed re-construction of the EV docking interface with recipient
cells.

. Distinct back-to-back annexin A conformation in LM-derived EVs

In themost ideal way, structural profiling should also be sensitive to changes in structural features between closely related systems.
To test this, we compared the structural features in EVs derived fromMDA-MB-231 and the closely related LM2 cells and found
a distinct back-to-back conformation for annexin A2 dimers that was unique to LM2-derived EVs (Figure 4). Annexin A2 is a
phospholipid-binding protein involved in the endocytic and exocytic pathways. Annexin A2 is a well-established marker of EVs
(Jeppesen et al., 2019), and was abundantly crosslinked in this current dataset. Structurally, annexin A2 has been shown to exist
as a monomer, dimer or hetero-tetramer (Roesengarth & Luecke, 2004; Waisman, 1995). Monomeric annexin A2 consists of a
concave surface on the bottom and a convex surface at the top, from which it is thought to attach to membranes via protruding
lysine and leucine residues (López-Rodríguez et al., 2018) (Figure 4a). Although all the crosslinks found inMDA-MB-231 derived
EVs could be explained bymonomeric annexin A2 (Figure 4b, blue), five crosslinks found only in LM2-derived EVs exceeded the
distance restraints of 30 Åwhenmapped to the samemonomeric annexin A2 structure (Figure 4b, yellow; over-length crosslinks
represented by red lines). These distance violations seem to imply that there is substantial non-monomeric annexin A2 in LM2
EVs, but not in MDA-MB-231 derived EVs. Apart from structural differences, protein abundance can sometimes explain fewer
crosslinks mapping to a complex. However, Annexin A2 ranked similarly in abundance within each cell line (13th and 16th for
LM2 and MDA-MB-231). Hence the non-detection of this back-to-back annexin A2 conformation in MDA-MB-231 is unlikely
to be attributed to differential protein abundance alone.
To understand further how the over-length crosslinks that were detected only in LM2-derived EVs might be biologically rel-

evant, we used our crosslinking data for guided molecular modelling. By assuming annexin A2 forms dimers related by C2
rotational symmetry (Plaxco & Gross, 2009), we generated symmetry pairs of intra-protomer crosslinks and analysed the acces-
sible interaction space (Honorato et al., 2021; Van Zundert & Bonvin, 2015; Van Zundert et al., 2017) on annexin A2. Complexes
could be found using four out of five pairs of these crosslinks, indicating that these over-length crosslinks were in fact inter-
protomer crosslinks. Therefore, we selected these as restraints to guide the subsequent docking process. Out of 200 docked
complexes generated by HADDOCK, 186 modelled complexes clustered together, indicating that a single type of interaction is
likely to explain the crosslink restraints. From these, we selected the best annexin A2 model based not only on the Haddock
scores, but also on complex Matched and Non-accessible Crosslink (cMNXL) scores (Figure S5A, Complex_181w represented
by a red dot). While the HADDOCK score is based on Euclidean distances, the cMNXL score is based on the solvent accessi-
ble surface distance (SASD). This model revealed a ‘back-to-back’ conformation, where the convex surfaces from both annexin
A2 monomers face the same side (Figure 4c and Figure S5B-C). In further support of this ‘back-to-back’ annexin A2 confor-
mation, none of the other existing Annexin A2 homodimeric (Roesengarth & Luecke, 2004) (PDB: 1xjl) and heterotetrameric
(Ecsédi et al., 2017) (PDB: 5lpu) structures could explain the over-length crosslinks observed specifically in the LM2 dataset
(Figure S4).
The inter-protomer interaction surface of annexin A2 was quite large (1172.3 Å2) and displayed a neutral electrostatic poten-

tial as well as quite some hydrophobic patches, indicating a hydrophobicity-based interaction (Figure 4d). Given that residues
involved in protein interfaces tend to be more conserved than other residues, we also determined the conservation at the pro-
tein surface using all the annexin A2 orthologue sequences present in Uniprot. This analysis revealed that, as expected, the
plasma-membrane interacting surface (Figure S6, top view) was highly conserved. The interaction surface found in our ‘back-
to-back’ model was also relatively conserved (Figure S6, back view, interface highlighted in black) when compared to other
surfaces, including the lateral surfaces (Figure S6, lateral views 1 and 2) which were previously thought to contribute to annexin
A2 oligomerization (Matos et al., 2020). Overall, these results strongly supported a novel ‘back-to-back’ mode of interaction for
annexin A2 in LM2-derived EVs.
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F IGURE  Crosslinking data driven structural modelling for a novel dimeric annexin A complex. (a) Front view of the annexin A2 monomer.
Important structural features for annexin A2 functionality are annotated. Residues labelled in the convex surface are involved in plasma membrane
interactions. (b) EV crosslinks mapped into the monomeric AlphaFold-predicted structure of annexin A2. Crosslinks detected in MDA-MB-231 (blue) and
LM2 (yellow) EVs are plotted separately. (c) Front and side view of annexin A2 crosslinking data driven model. Both copies of annexin A2 interact through the
back side, in a back-to-back dimer conformation. (d) Back view of annexin A2 monomer showing the interface (pink), electrostatic surface at pH = 7.0 and
hydrophobicity color-coded surface

 DISCUSSION

In recent years, EVs have emerged as keymediators of intercellular communication, and have been the focus ofmany biopharma-
ceutical and therapeutic developments (Grossen et al., 2021; Herrmann et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020; Zipkin, 2020). The protein
repertoire and structural features on EVs could critically influence the pharmaceutical utility, as these will ultimately determine
tissue-targeting and uptake by recipient cells. In this respect, the advent of sensitive shotgun proteomics has made largescale
and detailed EV protein characterization rather feasible, and propelled EVs into the scene of clinical diagnostics (Hoshino
et al., 2020; Rontogianni et al., 2019). Nevertheless, the challenge to provide resolution on structural features or topology of EVs
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largely remains. Key questions of functional EV targeting require higher resolution mapping of protein complexes and protein
conformations in and on the surface of EVs to be further addressed.
Recently, the interest to understand EV structural features (Cvjetkovic et al., 2016) and interactome (Rai et al., 2021) has grown

significantly, but techniques amenable to structurally characterize EV protein complexes are remarkably scarce. EVs are unique
and heterogenous entities that significantly challenge existing structural methods. Cryo-electron microscopy and tomography
are state-of-the-art techniques that have provided a wealth of structural information on many biologically important complexes.
Nonetheless, the stringent requirement for sample homogeneity and low complexity complicates the application of such tech-
niques to study EVs.On the other hand, fluorescence-based techniques such as super resolutionmicroscopy still hold a resolution
limit of around 20 nm (Galbraith &Galbraith, 2011), which is much larger than the interaction space of a protein complex. In this
respect, iEVXL, as we describe here, can bridge with high resolution (< 30Å) structural information on interacting proteins in
their native environment. Such data may also complement the information obtained from tomography and fluorescence-based
techniques, to collectively sketch the EV docking interface. Therefore, we envision the application of iEVXL as an important step
towards understanding EV biology and selective docking mechanisms.
In this technical report, we demonstrate that iEVXL can detect differential protein interactions in EVs, when coupled to chemi-

cal crosslinkingwith partiallymembrane-permeable crosslinkers such asDSS.We show that detailed andhypothesis-free analyses
of EV membrane interactomes are feasible at the scale of ∼100 μg of EV proteins, and the structural information obtained are
highly reliable and consistent with known experimental structures.With the demonstrated cases of α-enolase, 14-3-3α/β, moesin,
CD151- integrin α3-β1, and annexin A2 dimers, we showcase a range of utility for iEVXL, in protein structure interface map-
ping, oligomeric isoform docking, flexible region structural modelling, and determination of higher-order multimeric structural
assemblies. As we overcome the generic sensitivity limitations of protein-interaction mass spectrometry, we expect the mod-
erate sensitivity of iEVXL to improve further. Notwithstanding, we envision that the broader application of iEVXL will allow
significantly better engineered EV tissue targeting.

 METHODS

. Cell culture and EV isolation

MDA-MB-231 (obtained from ATCC) and LM2 cells (provided by The Netherlands Cancer Institute, NKI) were cultured in
DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; HyClone, USA), 10 mM L-glutamine, 50 U/ml penicillin and 50
μg/ml streptomycin (Lonza) in a humidified incubator at 37◦C with 5% CO2. Cells were detached using 10 mM EDTA/PBS
for 5 min at 37◦C. Secretion media was prepared by depleting bovine derived EVs from the culture media. To do so, DMEM
containing 20% FBS was centrifuged overnight at 100,000 × g at 4◦C in a Sorvall T-865 rotor (Thermo Fisher Scientific), fil-
tered on a 0.22 μm Stericup device (Millipore, USA), diluted to 10% FBS, supplemented as previously described and kept at
4◦C.
For EV secretion, cells were seeded on 10 plates (15 cm in diameter) at 50% confluence and left to attach overnight. After

attachment, cells were gently washed 3× with warm PBS, before addition of secretion media. Conditioned media containing
secreted EVs was collected after 24 h and 48 h, fresh secretion media was added to replace the collected conditioned media. Cell
viability was measured at the start and end of secretion using the Trypan Blue method, and it remained ∼95%. The conditioned
media were spun down at 300 × g for 10 min to deplete cells, transferred to clean 50 ml Falcon tubes, spun down at 10,000 × g
for 40 min to deplete cell debris and larger vesicles, transferred to clean 50 ml Falcon tubes and kept at 4◦C. The two collections
were pooled and EVs were immediately pelleted by ultracentrifugation at 120,000 × g, at 4◦C for 2 h in a Sorvall T-865 rotor. The
pellet was resuspended by gentle pipetting in 10 ml cold PBS supplemented with 50 μg/ml DNAse Ι (Sigma-Aldrich), to decrease
nucleosome contaminations on EV preparations. Purified EVs were finally pelleted again by ultracentrifugation at 120,000 × g at
4◦C for 2 h. The EV-pellet was thoroughly resuspended in 400μl of PBS, spun down at 10,000× g for 5min and the EV-containing
supernatant was kept. Aliquots were separated for further characterization of the EV populations.

. EV crosslinking and protein digestion

MDA-MB-231 and LM2-derived EVs were crosslinked using disuccinimidyl suberate (DSS; Thermo Fisher Scientific) with the
optimal 0.5 mM crosslinker concentration which was determined in an independent experiment (Figure S1). EV samples (at
an average concentration of 7.5 × 109 p/ml, 0.5 mg/ml protein in EV lysate) were crosslinked in 0.5 mM DSS for 20 min at RT.
To promote crosslinking of lower abundant species, a second round of 0.5 mM DSS was added for another 20 min at RT. The
crosslinking reaction was then quenched with 100 mM TRIS pH 8.5 for 5 min. Crosslinked EVs were aliquoted for further char-
acterization. Crosslinked EVs were then lysed by thorough vortexing in 0.5% SDC, 8MUrea in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate,
followed by 30 min end-to-end rotation at 4◦C and 15 cycles of sonication at 4◦C (30 s on, 30 s off) in a Bioruptor (Diagenode,
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Belgium). Proteins were reduced with 4mM dithiothreitol (DTT) at RT for 60min, alkylated with 16mM iodoacetamide (IAA)
at RT for 30min in the dark which was then quenched by addition of 4mM DTT. Proteins were first digested by addition of
Lys-C (at a 1:50 ratio (w/w);Wako, Japan) at 37◦C for 2 h, followed by dilution to 2MUrea and further digestion with Trypsin (at
a ratio 1:50 (w/w); Sigma Aldrich) at 37◦C overnight. Protein digestions were stopped by acidification to 5% FA, and precipitated
SDCwas pelleted by centrifugation at 20,000× g at 4◦C for 30min. Supernatants were carefully collected, desalted using Sep-Pak
C18 cartridges (1cc; Waters, MA, USA), vacuum dried and stored at -20◦C until further use.

. SCX fractionation and enrichment of crosslinked peptides

The desalted peptides were dissolved in 10% formic acid, 2.5% DMSO and loaded on a Luna 100A SCX column (50 mm × 2 mm,
5 μm, Phenomenex product number 00B-4398-B0) with the help of a C18 Opti-Lynx trap column (4.6 mm × 5 mm, 49 μm,
Optimize Technologies product number 11-02874-TA). Solvent A consisted of 0.05% formic acid, 20% acetonitrile in water and
solvent B consisted of 0.05% formic acid, 20% acetonitrile, and 0.5 M NaCl. The SCX gradient was: 0–10% B in 2 min, 10–40%
B in 7 min, 40–80% B in 2.5 min, 80–100% B in 4 min, 100% B for 7 min. One-minute fractions were collected and pooled into
six or seven approximately equal fractions by mean UV intensity. The pooled fractions were desalted with Oasis HLA 96-well
μElution plate (Waters, MA, USA), vacuum-dried and stored at -80◦C.

. LC-MS/MS of crosslinked SCX fractions

The data was acquired with an Ultimate 3000 system (Thermo Fisher Scientific) coupled to an Orbitrap Exploris 480 mass
spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Peptides were trapped (Dr. Maisch Reprosil C18, 3 μM, 2 cm × 100 μM) for 2 min in
5% solvent B at a flow rate of 300 nl/min, before being separated on an analytical column (Agilent Poroshell, EC-C18, 2.7 μM,
50 cm x 75 μM). Solvent B consisted of 0.1% formic acid in 80% acetonitrile while solvent A consisted of 0.1% formic acid in
water. Crosslinked peptides were then separated in the analytical column at a fixed flow rate of 300 nl/min as follows: each SCX
fraction was separated using an optimal 95 min. linear gradient (ranging from 9–40% to 6–35% B) followed by a 3 min steep
increase to 99% B, a 5 min wash at 99% B and a 10 min re-equilibration step at 5% A. The mass spectrometer was operated in a
data-dependent mode (DDA). Peptides were ionized in a nESI source at 1.9 kV and focused at 40% amplitude of the RF lens. Full
scanMS1 spectra from 350 - 2200m/zwere acquired in theOrbitrap at a resolution of 60,000with theAGC target set to 3×106 and
under automated calculation of maximum injection time. Cycle time for MS2 fragmentation scans was set to 2 s. Only peptides
with charged states 3–8 were fragmented, and dynamic exclusion was set to a duration of 16 ms. Fragmentation was done using a
stepped HCD collision energy strategy (NCEs: 28, 31, 34%). Fragment ions were accumulated until a target value of 1 × 105 ions
was reached under an automated calculation of maximum injection time, with an isolation window of 1.4 m/z before injection
in the Orbitrap for MS2 analysis at a resolution of 30,000. The mass spectrometry proteomics data have been deposited to the
ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE (Vizcaíno et al., 2016) partner repository with the dataset identifier PXD029591.

. Crosslinking database search and data analysis

For crosslinked peptide analyses, spectra were extracted from “raw” files from precursors ranging between 350 and 20,000 Da,
filtered by signal-to-noise ratio of 2 and converted to MGF format using Proteome Discovered software (v2.4, Thermo Scien-
tific). MGF files were searched in pLink 2 (Chen et al., 2019) against a database containing the 1000 most abundant proteins of
both MDA-MB-231 and LM2 EV proteomes, as determined in section 4.10., and appended with the sequences of common FBS
contaminants to avoid misidentification of crosslinked peptide sequences from Bos taurus. The database was further curated to
remove signal peptides from the protein sequences (note that positions within proteins still follow the Uniprot numbering). DSS
was set as non-cleavable crosslinker and trypsin was set as the digestion enzyme, and up to three missed cleavages were allowed.
Peptide length was set to between six and 60 amino-acids, precursor and fragment ion tolerance were set to 10 and 20 ppm,
respectively, and oxidation of methionine and acetylation of protein N-terminus were set as variable modifications while car-
bamidomethylation of cysteines was set as a fixed modification. FDR was set at 1% at all levels, which was calculated by using a
reverse decoy database strategy. E-scores were not computed to minimize processing times.
Crosslinking and proteomics data were analysed using Excel and in-house built R scripts (R Development Core Team,

R 2011), and plots refined with Illustrator 2020 (Adobe, USA). Spectra and site files from pLink were processed to
generate the tables in the supplementary data, and the scripts used to curate pLink outputs have been deposited in GitHub
(https://github.com/hecklab/pLink-results-analysis). Only crosslinks identified with sufficient spectral evidence (≥ 2 CSM per
cell line) were kept while crosslinks involving histones, a debatable contaminant in EV preparations, were not analysed further.
In cases of protein ID ambiguity due to shared crosslinked peptides between different proteins, intra-links were preferred over
inter-links.
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. Molecular modelling

A homology model of human moesin (2-577) was generated using Swissmodel (Waterhouse et al., 2018), with the (almost) full-
length Spodoptera frugiperdamoesin structure 2I1K (Li et al., 2007) as a template (homology: 57.89% identity). The N-terminal
residue missing from this model was manually added using Coot (Emsley & Cowtan, 2004).

TheAlphaFold predicted structure of annexinA2 (Unirpot ID: P07355) was used for themolecular docking procedures. DisVis
webserver (Honorato et al., 2021; Van Zundert & Bonvin, 2015; Van Zundert et al., 2017) was used to check compatibility between
the crosslinks (including their symmetrymates).Molecular dockingwas performedwithHADDOCK2.4web-service (Honorato
et al., 2021; Van Zundert et al., 2016). The default parameters of HADDOCKwere used with unambiguous restraints based on the
crosslinks. The HADDOCK structures were scored based on the crosslinks solvent accessible surface distances (SASDs) using
XLM tools (Sinnott et al., 2020). The best docking models were picked based on both the HADDOCK and the cMNXL scores
(Bullock et al., 2018). Cocomaps (Vangone et al., 2011) was used to determine which residues were in close contact. The interface
was defined as the residues predicted to be in close contact for both annexinA2 copies in themodelled structure. For conservation
analysis, all the annexin A2 orthologs present in Uniprot (excluding low quality proteins) were aligned using the Clustal Omega
(Sievers et al., 2011) algorithm and the alignment and phylogenetic tree were fed to ConSurf (Ashkenazy et al., 2016) to calculate
the conservation score and visualize it on the protein structure.

. Negative stain electron microscopy (NS-TEM)

Thin layer continuous formvar/carbon-coated copper mesh grids (Ted Pella 400 mesh Cu, 01754-F) were glow discharged for
10 s at 10 mA, and immediately incubated with 3 μl of undiluted EVs in PBS for 45s. Excess solution was blotted away, and the
samples were stained first by a quick immersion in 2% (w/v) of uranyl acetate followed by re-staining for 1 min with the same
reagent. After each staining step, the excess solution was blotted away. Grids were then dried at RT before electron microscopy
imaging. NS-TEM data was collected on a Talos L120C transmission electron microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific) operated
at 120 kV. Images were acquired with a 4k × 4k Ceta CMOS camera (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at a magnification of 11000×
corresponding to a pixel size of 13.6 Å.

. Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA)

EVs were analysed in a NanoSight NS500 (Malvern Panalytica, UK), equipped with a sCMOS camera and a Blue405 laser. The
camera level was set to 16. The samples were diluted 1:500 in PBS to a final volume of 1 ml to be in the optimal range of operation
(between 30–100 particles/frame). Four videos of 1 min were taken at 25 FPS and averaged with the built-in NanoSight Software
NTA v.3.4 using a detection threshold of 5.

. SDS-page and western blot

Lysed EVs or source-cell material were resolved on 12% Bis-Tris Criterion XT precast gels (Biorad, USA) with 1x XT-MOPS
buffer at fixed voltage of 150 V for about 2 h. Proteins were stained in-gel using Imperial Protein Stain (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
For Western detection, proteins were transferred to a PVDF membrane in Towbin buffer (0.025 M Tris, 0.192 M glycine, 20%
methanol) at 100 V and 4◦C for 1 h. Membranes were washed 3x with TBS buffer containing 1% Tween-20 (TBST) and then
blocked for 1 h in TBST supplemented with 5% Blotting-Grade Blocker (Biorad). Primary antibody (α-CD81 at 1:200) was incu-
bated at 4◦C overnight in TBST supplemented with 1% milk. Secondary antibody incubation was done using HRP conjugated
α-mouse IgG antibody (1:2000 dilution) for 2 h at RT in the same buffer. Between and after antibody incubations, membranes
were washed 3× 10 min in TBST. HRP signal was visualized using SuperSignal West Dura (Thermo Fisher Scientific) substrate,
on an Amersham Imager 600 (GE healthcare, USA).

. MDA-MB- and LM EV and source cells proteomic characterization

The proteomic characterization of the EVs and source cell proteomes has been done re-using high resolution data previously pub-
lished (Rontogianni et al., 2019). Cell culture and EV-isolation conditions were the same and the reproducibility of the source cell
and EV proteomes was assessed in independent biological replicates for both cells lines under such conditions. Briefly, the “raw”
files from four biological replicates of EVs isolated from eitherMDA-MB-231 or LM2 cells, as well as three biological replicates of
their source cells, were downloaded fromProteomeXchange (PXD012162) and re-searched usingMaxQuant (v_1.6.5.0) (Tyanova
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et al., 2016) against SwissProt human database (downloaded on 09/2019, containing 20,431 protein sequences) appended with
common contaminants. Trypsin was set as the digestion enzyme and up to two missed cleavages were allowed. Oxidation of
methionine and acetylation of protein N-terminus were set as variable modifications and carbamidomethylation of cysteine was
set as a fixed modification. Label-free quantification (LFQ) was enabled using a minimum ratio count of two and both razor and
unique peptides for quantification. Match between runs approach was enabled using default parameters. Precursor ion tolerance
was set to 20 ppm for the first search and 4.5 ppm after recalibration, and fragment ions tolerance was set to 20 ppm. FDR was
set at 1% for both PSM and protein level by using a reverse decoy database strategy.
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